Relax
Spa Towel Pillows
Enjoy summertime R&R with these
comfy DIY terry towel pillows. Simply
machine stitch together and stuff with
Poly-fil® Mini (Beanbag) Filler by Fairfield.
Perfect for the pool, beach or lawn.

What’s Needed:
White Fingertip Towels (18” X 11”) 1 per pillow
White Hand Towels (30” x 16”) 2 per pillow
Poly-Fil® Mini Filler- Fairfield
Sewing Machine
Straight Pins
White Thread

How To Make It:
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Shopping
1-To keep with the crisp clean feel of spa
use white towels however, any colour will
look great.
We purchased our towels from the Bed,
Bath and Beyond clearance section. The 4
hand towels and 4 embroidery fingertip
towels cost $12.
Larger towels can also be used to make
either style pillow.

Fingertip Towel Pillows
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2- Cut tags off.
3- Fold fingertip towel in half to form a 11”x 9” rectangle.
4- Place straight pins around the towel to hold fold in place. Pin slightly above the terry nap
portion of the towel.
Note: Towels finished edges will be on the outer edge.
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5- Stitch the area between of the terry nap and finished edge.
6. Machine stitch towel together. Leave a 3” opening so Poly-Fil® Mini Filler can be added.
We put our 3” opening in the center of the right side.
7. Knot and cut threads off. Open hole for filling.
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8- Open the spout on the Poly-Fil® Mini Filler bag. Set spout inside opening and pour in Mini
Filler. Fill pillow ¾ full. Remove spout.
9- Machine stitch opening closed. Knot and cut off threads.
10- Pillow is now finished. Repeat above process for all additional pillows needed.

Hand Towel Pillows
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A-Cut tags off.
B- Lay one hand towel on top of another, finished edge facing out (folded hem side facing inside).
C- Place straight pins around the towels to hold together. Pin slightly above the terry nap
portion of the towel. Stitch the area between of the terry nap and finished edge.
Note: Towels finished edges will be on the outer edge of the pillow.
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E- Stitch towels together. Leave a 3” opening so Poly-Fil® Mini Filler can be added. We put
our 3” opening in the center of the right side.
F- Knot and cut threads off. Open hole for filling.
G- Open the spout on the Poly-Fil® Mini Filler bag. Set spout inside opening and pour in Mini
Filler. Fill pillow ¾ full and remove.
H- Machine stitch opening closed. Knot and cut off threads.
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I- Pillow is now finished. Repeat above process for all additional pillows needed.
J- The Spa Towel Pillows make great head rest for the Cosmic Mandala Cushions.
K- If desired add pompoms, tassels or trim to your Spa Towel Pillows.

See More DIY Ideas at bluarlan.com

